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Re: 

I. 

~hpztthttcn± of ~Justice 
;?llinsl1iuglnn, ~.or. 20530 

MEMORANDUM 

Executive Privilege 

Legal Background 

Simply stated, Executive privilege is the term applied 
to the invocation by the Executive branch of a legal right, 
derived from the constitutional doctrine of separation of 
powers, to "tvithhold official information from the Legisla
tive branch or from parties in litigated proceedings. The 
privilege has a long history, having been first asserted 
by President Washington against a Congressional request 
and thereafter by almost every Administration. It aroused 
relatively little controversy in our early history, but 
since about 1950 it has become a matter of considerable 
dispute between the Executive and Legislative branches. 
Despite its long history, the doctrine until this year had 
received no authoritative judicial acknowledgment. The 
right of the Executive to withhold information from the 
courts in the process of litigation had been recognized by 
the Supreme Court, but only as a rule of evidence and not 
as a constitutional prerogative. Even in that context, 
the claim was held to.be assertable only by "the head of 
the department which has control over the matter, after 
actual personal consideration by that officer.ll United 
St~~ v. ReY1-'!old~, 345 U.S. 1, 8 (1962). 

The first and only Supreme Court decision affirming 
the constitutional basis of Executive privilege was provoked 
by the controversy over the Special Prosecutor's access to 
the Nixon.tapes. The Court's unanimous decision in July-
1974, Unite~ St~~es v. ~' __ u.s. __ , 94 Sup. Ct. 3090, 
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held that Executive privilege could not be used to thwart 
the production of the tapes pursuant to the Watergate grand 
jury 1 s subpoena. The opinion established, however, in . 
the clearest terms, that the privilege is of constitutional 
stature: 

"In support of his claim of absolute privilege, 
the President's counsel urges two grounds one of which 
is co~mon to all governments and one of which is 
peculiar to our system of separation of pow.ers. The 

· first ground is the valid need for protection of com
munications between high government officials and those 
who advise and assist them in the performance of their 
manifold duties; the importance of this confidentiality 
is too plain to require further discussion. Human 
experience teaches that those who expect public dis
semination of their remarks may well temper candor 
with a concern for appearances and for their own in
terests to the detriment of the decisionmaking pro
cess. Whatever the nature of the privilege of con
fidentiality of presidential communications in the 
exercise of Art. II powers the privilege can be said 
to derive from the supremacy of each branch within 
its own assigned area of constitutional duties. Cer
tain powers and privileges flow from the nature of 
enQmerated powers; the protection of the confidenti
ality of presidential communications has similar 
constitutional underpinnings. 

"The second ground asserted ·k * ·k rests on the 
doctrine of separation of powers. Here it is argued 
that the independence of the Executive Branch within 
its own sphere * * * insulates a president from a 
judicial subpoena in an ongoing criminal prosecution, 
and thereby protects confidential presidential 
communications. 

"However, neither the doctrine of separation 
of powers, nor the need for confidentiality of 
high level co~munications, without more, can sustain 
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an absolute, unqualified presidential privilege of 
im~unity from judicial process under all circumstances. 
The President's need for complete candor and objec
tivity from advisers calls for great deference from 
the courts. Ho-wever, when the privilege depends 
solely on the broad, undifferentiated claim of pub-
lic interest in the confidentiality of such conversa
tions, a confrontation with other values arises • 

. Absent a claim of need to protect military, diplo
matic or sensitive national security secrets, vve find 
it difficult to accept the argument that even the 
very important interest in confidentiality of presi
dential co~munications is significantly diminished by 
production of such material for in .£_~mer~ inspection 
with all the protection that a district court_will 
be obliged to provide. 

""''" ·k ~~ The privilege is fundamental to the opera
tion of government and inextricably rooted in the 
separation of powers under the Constitution. 

"[The President] does not place his claim of 
privilege on the ground they [the com~unications] 
are military or diplomatic secrets. As to these 
areas of Art. II duties the courts have traditionally 
shown the utmost deference to presidential responsi
bilities. ·k ·k *·" (94 Sup. Ct. at 3106-08). 

The issue before the court in Nixon concerned the 
existence of the privilege as against the Judicial branch. 
It is conceivable that the court would hold that any request 
from the legislature is sufficient, as were the circumstances 
in Nixon, to overcome the privilege. The language of the 
opinioil; however, clearly implies that, at least in some 
circumstances, the privilege may be asserted against the 
Congress as vvell as against the courts. The Executive 
branch position with respect to assertion of the privilege 
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against the Congress was described in 1971 by Assistant 
Attorney General William Rehnquist (thenhead of the Office 
of Legal Counsel and now a Justice of the Supreme Court) 
in testimony before the Subcommittee on Constitutional 
Rights of the Senate Judiciary Committee. Mr. Rehnquist 
stated that the doctrine of Executive privilege was con
stitutionally-based (as subsequently held by the Supreme 
Court) and that the Executive would invoke it against 
the Congress only in those rare instances in -c;.;rhich the 
public-interest required the withholding of information 
regarding foreign relations, military affairs, pending 
criminal investigations, and intragovernmental discussions. 
(United States v. Nixon, supra, expressly referred to each 
of these areas except that of criminal investigations.) 
Mr. Rehnquist concluded his general discussion with the. 
following statement: 

'While reasonable men may dispute the pro
priety of particular invocations of executive 
privilege by the various Presidents during the 
nation's history, I think most would agree that 
the doctrine itself is an absolutely essential 
condition for the faithful discharge by the 
executive of his constitutional duties. * ~·~ *" 

II. The Practice Regarding Executive Privilege 
A. With Respect to Congressional Demands· 

In earlier years, the Executive branch practice 
with respect to assertion of Executive privilege as against 
Congressional requests was not well defined. During the 
McCarthy investigations, President Eisenhower, by letter 
to the Secretary of Defense, in effect prohibited all 
employees of the Defense Department from testifying concerning 
conversations or communications embodying advice on official 
matters. ·This eventually produced such a strong Congressional 
reaction that on February 8, 1962, President Kennedy wrote to 
Congressman Moss stating that it would be the policy of his 
Administration that "Executive privilege can be invoked only 
by the President and will not be used without specific 
Presidential approval." Mr. Moss s·ought and received a 
commitment from President Johnson. (President's letter 
April 2, 1965). 
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President Nixon continued the Kennedy-Johnson policy 
but formalized it procedurally by a memorandum dated P~rch 2, 
1969 (attached as Exhibit A), addressed to all Executive branch 
officials. The memorandum begins by stating that the privilege 
·Hill be invoked "only in the most compelling circumstances and 
aft2r a rigorous inquiry ir.to the actual need for its exercise." 
It specifies the following procedural steps: (1) the head of 
the agency involved must consult the Office of Legal Counsel; 
(2) if the Attorney General supports the agency, the matter is 
to be submitted to the President through his counsel, the latter 
to advise the agency of the President's decision; (3) if the 
Attorney General disagrees with the agency head, the latter may 
submit the matter to the President; (4) pending final determination, 
the agency is to ask the Congress to hold the demand in abeyance 
until a determination can be made. 

As for the standards that have been applied in 
determining \vhen executive privilege will be asserted: The 
following advice from Assistant Attorney General Rehnquist 
to Presidential Assistant Ehrlichman embodies the last 
Administration's practice with respect to testimony by White 
House staff and Cabinet officers: 

"To the extent that any generalizations may be 
drawn • o they are necessarily tentative and sketchy. 
I offer the following: 

"(1) The President and his immediate advisers •• 
should be deemed absolutely immune from testimonial 
compulsion by a congressional committee. They not 
only may not be examined with respect to their 
official duties, but they may not even by compelled 
to appear before a congressional committee • • • 

(2) • • • lower level ~fuite House staff members ought 
to have some form of testimonial privilege • • • But 
I think it far more in accordance with related 
doctrines in the law to say that such a privilege is 
not one which enables them to wholly disregard a 
subpoena, or to entirely refuse to appear before a 
congressional committee; instead, it is a privilege 
to refuse to testify with respect to any matter arising 
in the course of their official position of advisin~.":: . 
or formulating advice for the President. · .. -~Ott!'$ t\ 
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(3) With respect to Cabinet members, the role of 
the Legislative Branch is somewhat more substantial; 
all hold offices and administer departments which 
are created by Act of Congress. The Justice Depart
ment for example, administers and enforces hundreds 
of statutes which are enact?d by Congress. Whether 
or not the Attorney General himself may be compelled 
to appear as a witness before a congressional com
mittee to testify as to the manner in which the 
Department performs these tasks, I think there is 
no question but that the Department is obligated to 
furnish some knowledgeable witness in response to a 
congressional request for testimony on this subject. 
On the other hand, I think it equally clear that no 
Cabinet officer could be interrogated at all with 
respect to what took place at a Cabinet meeting, or 
as to any portion of conferences or meetings which 
were called for the purpose of advising or formula
ting advice for the President. 

Mr. Rehnquist's memorandum did not deal with testimony by 
lower level officials of the Executive branch, but the 
principle which has been assumed to be governing is that they 
must appear pursuant to congressional subpoena, but may 
decline to testify concerning particular matters where the 
President for "specific reason 11 (discussed belm·T) so directs. 

Corresponding principles would be applicable where the 
cof'_gressional request seeks not testimony but documentary 
material. Communications between and among the President and 
his immediate advisers would be withheld, as would other 
documents which embody advice provided directly to the Presi
dent or his response. Documents, ,relating to ot:her delibera
tions and advice-giving would be' withheld only when the~e 
is "specific reason"· to do so. 

It is not possible, in what is intended to be a brief 
exposition,- to treat at length the 11 specific reasons" vlhich 
would, under present practice, call for withholding from the 
Congress material which does not consist of communications to 
or from the President or commu~ications of his immediate 
advisers. As· noted above, Assistant Attorney General Rehnquist's 
testimony before the Subcommittee on Separation of Powers 
the Senate Judiciary Co~mittee, identified four areas: -
foreign relations, military affairs, pending investigations, and 
intragovernmental discussions. The fjrst three of these are 
self-explanatory; the last requires further specification. It 
is meant to protect the process of advice-giving, even below 
the Presidential level, from the risk of exposure that can 
ul~imately destroy its frankness and hence its worth. _ 
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The decision whether to assert one of the spedific 
reasons to decline the provision of information has 
depended largely upon ·the particular circumstances. 
Certain military information has been provided ,to the 
Joint Cornmitt.ee on P.tornic Energy, for example, v7hich would 
not be provided to other committees of the Congress. Or 
again, the need to protect advice giving at the lower 
levels was doubtless greater during the so-called "McCarthy 
ere" than it is today (so that President Eisenhower's 
direction to the Department of Defense, described above, 
rnay not really be drastically out of accord with present 
pra.ctice). 

One further point must be appreciated: Except perhaps 
in the case of congressional requests for testimony by 
Presidential order, the principles described above have 
been used more frequently in anticipation of the rissertion 
of executive privilege than in its actual exercise. 'I'hat 
is to say, they have formed the basis for polite declina
tions to provide information which have rarely been pursued 
to the point of congressional subpoena. The principles are 
no~etheless important for that. Without some certainty of 
the location of the last line of defense, the preliminary 
skirmishing cannot be conducted very intelligently. 

B. With respect to the Judicial Branch 

After President Kennedy announced that Executive 
pr3vilege could be invoked only by the President, there 
was some uncertainty as to whether the policy also governed 
its invocation in the courts. The matter was clarified by 
a Jetter from the Special Counsel to the Attorney General 
dated March 30, 1962. The letter stated that 

"the President had authorized him to advise the 
Attorney General that his instruction that only 
the President could invoke Executive privilege 
was not intended to have, and does not have, 
any application to demands made in the course of 
a judicial or other adjudicatory proceeding, for 
the production of papers or other infor~ation in 
the possession of the Government." 

In June 1962 the Civil Division of the Department 
of Justice by internal directive (Directive No. 1-62, 
Suvplement No. 12) established a Civil Division Privilege 
Conmittee to pass on the question whether an Executive 
pr~vilege claim should be asserted in any litigated case 
handled by the division. The directive pointed out that 
the_; privilege was to be asserted "only after the most 
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careful consideration" because it raised serious separation 
of po~Ters issues whose litigation should be avoided. It 
emphasized that in light of the Supreme Court's discussion 
in United States v. Reynolds, 345 u.s. 1, supra, the 
priv1lege could be asserted only "by means of a formal 
claim, signed by the head of the department concerned, in 
which he states that (1) he has personally examined the 
matters at hand, (2) he declines to authorize disclosure 
because he has determined that disclosure would be contrary 
to the public interest, and ( 3) he is prote_cting in this 
fashion a specific public interest (e.g., protection of 
confidential informants, investigativ~ techniques, defense 
information, intra-agency advice, etc.)" 

The above practice is that followed by the Depart
ment of Ju~ce in litigated mat~rs, although we un~erstand 
that tqe~ivil Division Pri¥i1Bge Committee itself.~o longer 
functihris a~. 

The above practice is that followed by the Civil 
Division in matters which it litigates. It does not apply 
to litigation conducted by other divisions of the Department, 
(Antitrust, Criminal, Lands, Civil Rights) in which any 
claim of privilege would normally relate to Justice Department 
information, and require, under internal regulations, the 
approval of the Attorney General. Nor does the Civil Division's 
procedure apply to litigation which some agencies have the 
power to conduct on their own (SEC, ICC, FPC, FTC). 

III. Issues for Consideration. 

A. Procedure for asserting Executive privilege with 
respect to Congressional requests. 

The most immediate issue for consideration is 
whether the procedure established by President Nixon's 
memorandum to Department Heads of March 2, 1969 is to be 
reaffirmed. This was the subject of an inquiry from 
Congressman Moss to,the President dated August 15, 1974, 
which as far as we know, has not been substantively answered. 
(Letter and initial vlhi te House reply attached as Exhibit B.) 

As far as the Justice Department is aware, the 
present procedure has worked smoothly and efficientiy, 
though we are not familiar with its operation once a 
particular matter has passed the stage of Justice Depart
ment involvement. Unless some difficulties have arisen 
in the Hhite House stage, T.t<Je would recommend continuation 
of the procedure there described. 

-
There is at least some question whether the 

Memorandum from President Nixon remains effective in a 
new Administration. This doubt should be eliminated, 
ei-ther by issuing a new Memorandum or by embodying the 
provisions in a formal Executive Order. (Attached as 
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Exhibit C. is a draft of such an Order.) An Executive 
Order would have the advantage of clearly giving the 
pr:ov~sions c~n~inuing effect, despite changes in Adminis
trat1on. Th1s strength is also a weakness, since no 
change could be made by future Administrations (at a time, 
perhaps, when the Congress is less sensitive to this issue) 
without affirmative action--and affirmative action of a 
highly visible nature. 

It might be considered whether, ~n addition to the 
Memorandum (or Executive Order) directed to the agencies, 
there 3hould be some established W'hite House procedure 
for processing Executive privilege requests after t h e 
Justice Department stage has been completed. Our impression 
is that in the past the decision at the - ~·Thi te House s t age 
has been governed less by considerations of consistency than 
by whether the agency head appealing the Justice Department's 
disapproval happens to have the ear of the President or his 
closest advisors. There is perhaps no way in '\<Thich this 
problem (assuming you accept the characterization) can be 
completely avoided; but an advisory structure for these 
matters established in advance might help. 

B. Standards for asserting Executive privilege 
with respect to Congressional requests. 

The next issue presented is that of the standards 
which this Administration will apply in determining when 
to assert Executive privilege against the Congress. This 
is assuredly not a matter that can be determined with 
complete definitiveness in the abstract, but it may never
theless be desirable to agree in advance upon some general 
guidelines. 

Here again, the general approach adopted in the past 
seems to us sound--whatever may be said of the manner in 
which it has been applied. That is to say, the following 
requests should routinely be declined--and, if pressed, be 
met with assertions of Executive privilege: 

(1) Requests for testimony by , imrnediate Presidential 
staff concerning their official activities. 

(2) Questions asked, in the course of testimony 
by other individuals, with respect to the advice they 
furnished directly to the President or the content of 
discussions with him. 

(3) Requests for documents embodying advice given 
directly to the President or his response to such advice. 

All other requests will ordinarily be honored, except that 
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Executive privilege may be asserted when the content of 
the document or testimony requested would, for some 
specific reason, be harmful to our national security 
or foreign relations, impair the due execution of the 
laws, or impede the sound functioning of the Executive 
branch. 

We should not delude ourselves that even these 
general principles will be uniformly applied. The 
doctrine of Executive privilege is (and probably srould 
bE:) subject to the tugging and hauling of power bet.\veen 
the branches of GovernElent. In some instances, the 
Ccngress may care enough about receiving particular testi
mony by a Presidential aide that it may withhold action on 
other matters unless such testiEoni is provided. (This 
happened in the last Administration, when the confirmation 
of Richard Kleindienst was held up until Peter Flanigan 
agreed to testify.) Nonetheless, as general principles 
to be departed from only when necessary, the foregoing 
seem to us desirable. 

C. Standards and procedures for asserting Executive 
privilege in JUdicial proceed1ngs. 

The follm.ving discussion of Executive privilege in 
the context of judicial proceedings is meant to apply to 
run-of-the-mine Government litigation. The bulk of this 
consists of suits under the Freedom of Information Act, 
routine criminal proceedings, and suits enforcing or seeking 
to overturn agency action. (In most Freedom of Information 
Act cases assertion of the privilege will be unnecessary, 
since the Act's exemptions will generally cover the 
situations in which the need for the privilege arises.) 
Criminal proceedings involving alleged abuse of power by 
fnderal officers and civil proceedings concerning Congres
sional requests for information (if such occur) are special 
cases which can be reserved for later consideration; they 
will be prominent enough to attract high-level attention 
-v1'1en they are co11".rnenced. 

With respect to the standards to be applied for 
assertion of the pri~ilege in the general run of litigation: 
A significant factor to recall is that, in a litigation 
context, the prerogative of tho Executive branch to withhold 
information is not necessarily identical with the Constitu
tional doctrine of Executive privilege. As noted above, it 
has been treated as a rule of evidence rather than Consti
tutional la\•7--similar to the doctor-patient or attorney-
client privilege. Moreover, the political pressure-s to 
restrict the assertion of privilege are sometimes entirely 
nonexistent in the judicia~ contex~. The ~ourts, un~ike.fu •.. 
the Congress, are not seeklng the lnformatlon on thelr ,rnvn ° ~ .. 
b~half and are thus not personally affron·ted by the as.s.er-_yt~:~ 
tion of privilege. These factors suggest that the ·. ! 
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standards to be applied for the assertion of privilege 
in the courts can be somewhat broader (in favor of the 
Executive) than for its assertion against the Congress. 
If the present standards with respect to Congressional 
requests are continued, we would suggest that with respect 
to the courts the same categorical exemptions should be 
applied (i.e., no appearance by Presidential staff; no 
testimony by any official with respe9t to discussions with 
the President; no provision of documents embodying advice 
to the President and his response) and that the more 
discretionary exemptions (''special reason" to protect 
military, foreign affairs, investigative or intragovern
mental material) should be internreted somewhat-mbre 
expansively- than in the Congres~ional context. Basic 
tairness should be the test. 

As for the procedure to be used with respect to 
assertion of privilege in the courts: It should be 
apparent from the description above that the present pro
cedure is highly decentralized, compared with the rigid 
~fuite House control asserted in the Congressional context. 
Realistically, the Civil Division's clearance procedure is 
calculated to prevent the assertion of privilege where it 
will not succeed--not to establish a government-vlide 
standard of restraint. The latter could probably only be 
achieved (as it is achieved with respect to Congressional 
requests) by the force of White House involvement. Nore
over, as noted above, even-the limited Civil Division 
clearance policy does not apply to litigation conducted by 
other divisions of the Department or by ind~pendent agencies. 

On February 5, 1973 John Dean proposed to Roger 
Cramton, then head of OLC, the adoption by the Attorney 
General of a p0licy statement on use of Executive-privilege 
in judicial proceedings (copy attached as Exhibit D). This 
would have established within the Department of Justice a 
conuni ttee to advise ,on all situations involving a claim of 
Executive privilege in the courts. Nothing came of the 
proposal. Our view is that it does not deserve resurrection 
because of the factors mentioned above: Both in its scope 
and in its political visibility the use of the privilege in 
courts is significantly different from its use against the 
Congress. Consistency of application is much less important, 
and there is more reason to give the various agencies 
relative discretion. It seems likely that sensitive cases, 
in which assertion of the privilege would reflect upon ~he 
President, would come to the \<Jhi te House's attention early 
in their progress and could be accorded special treatment. 
(This happened, for example, in th-e Networks suit filed by 
the Antitrust Division.) Finally, it may in the long run 
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be positively undesirable to encourage the notion that the 
Government's privilege against production in the courts and. 
Executive privilege are one and the same. In short, we are 
aware of no present need, either in theory or in practic~, 
to establish more structured procedures with respect to the 
assertion of privilege in litigation. 
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A.arch 24, 1969 

. 
¥.EMORANDU1vi FO ... t l'B'..:; I-:EADS OF 
... .· 

SUBJECT: 

EXE.CUTIVE DEPART:MENTS AND AGENCIES 

ESTABLISHING A PROCEDURE TO GOVERN CO.N::P LIANCE 
WITH CQ.~GRESSIO:\'AL DEMANDS FOR L'\I'FOR1\.1ATIOX 

...... 

The policy of this AdmiJ:listration is to comply to the fullest exte.-1t 
possible with Congressi~l requests for iniormation. 'While the 
Executive branch has the rcsponsi'::>Eity of .withholding certain infor
mation the ci:. sclosure of v;hich \vould be in'~ompatible witn the public 
interest~ this ~d.ministration will invoke this authority only L--. the 
m:ost compelling circumstances anci after a rigorous inquiry.into the 
actual need for its exercise. Fo:- those rec..sons Executive privilege 
will not be used without specific Presidential approval. The fqllowing 
procedural steps will govern the invocation of Executive privilege: 

"'"'"'· 1.. If the head of an Executive department or agency {hereafter 
referred to as "departm~nt heaci") belie.ves that compliance with 
a. request fo::.- information fl-,·,m a Congressional agency acidr·essed 
to his department or agency raises a. substantial question as to 
the need for· invok:ng Executive ?rivilege~ he should consult the 
Attor..-,ey Ger..eral through the Ofiice oi Legal Counsel o.f the 
Department of Justice. 

-2. If the department head ~nd the At::orncy General agree, in accord
ance with fhe policy set forth above, that•Executive pr.ivilege shall 
:1ot be invoked in the circ.umstar:ces~ t~e information shall be re
leased to the inquiring Congressional ag-ency. 

3. If the d"epartmer:t head anc ~he Attorney General agree that the 
circumstances justiiy the invocation of Executive privilege) or 
i£ . eitho r of them believes that tne issue should be submitted to 
the President. 'l:he rr.a.tter shall be tra::-.smitted.to the Cou....--.sel 
to the President, who will adVise the department head ~£the 
President's decisio:-1. .. 
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In the event o[ a P::.-esicicnt~al C:ccsion to invo~e Executive 
privile~e, tne depa rtmer.t head should ·advise- the Congrcs
sional agency that the claim of Execu!:i·.re privilege is being 
made with the specific approval of the President. 

~-

Pending· a final determination of the matter, the department 
head should request th~ Congr.::ssio:ral agency to hold its 
demand for the information in abeyance .until such-determin
ation can be made. Care shall be taken to indicate that t."le 
purpose of this request is to protect the privilege pending the 
determination, and that the request does not constitute a claim 
o£ privileg~. 
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JOH ?-; ::::. MOSS 
3PD i:JISTRICT 

SAC.~AHENTO. c:\LjFO~NIA 

WASH\"'GT":>tooo Of',lC&: 

L£CJISLAT1'VZ: 1\S,.irAHt 

WG~E A. BftO'NN 
.....____ 

CONGRESS OF THE UNI'I'..c;D STATES 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515 

RAYBUo:tH Hou!nt o,r,.,e~ BoiL..Ofto~G 
PHO"'' (zo::) u~715J 

OlnltrCT O~,.rcx-: 
DISTJitiCT RPP't~OfTATlVE 

J~RRY WYMORE 

eo5a FEDvu..L.. Boot.oo»> 

650 C...I"!TTt. MAU. 

SAC.RA,.E>(TO, C...L..o~o~,..... 513514 
f'HONI!: (911>) 4-4J.-3~3 

GOVERNMENT O?ERATJONS COMMITTEE:: 
?.A,-.;l<ING MAJORITY MEMS<OR SUBCOMMITTE;;:s ON 

FOREIGN OPO:RATIO~S & GOVERNMENT INFOiiMATION 

COSSEiiVATIO:-i Z. NATUiiAI.. R=:s<>URCES 

I NTERSTATE AND FORE:IGN COMMERCE: COMMITTEE; 
CHAIRMAN, 
COMMERCE & FINANCE SUBCOMMlrr=::l:: 

August 15 , 1974 

The President 
The Wh.ite House 
Washington , D.C. 

Dear Hr . President : 

DEMOCRATIC STEE:RING AND POLICY COMMITTe! 

I knm¥ that you are a\vare of the efforts made over the 
years by the House Committee on Government Operations 
to insure a free flow of information from the Executive 
Branch of the Federal Government to the Legislative 
Branch and to the public . I knov7 that during your ser
vice in Congress you supported those efrorts . I am 
confident that your support will continue as you lead 
the gove~uent during these next few years. 

For those reasons, I want to bring to your attention 
a most important problem in government information -- a 
problem Hhich I brought to the attention of Presidents 
Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon \'lhile I served as chairman 
of the subcommittee investigating government information 
matters . I bring it to your attention \vhile serving as 
ranking majority member of that same subcow~ittee. 

That problem is the abuse of the claim of "executive 
privilege" by officials far dmvrt the administrative 
line from the President. After World War II as the 
Executive Branch gre\., in size and power the claims of 
"executive privilege" gre.v in number. Unfortunately, 
the great , great majority of those claims were advanced 

' 
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by middle level bureaucrats and high level appointees, 
not by the President nor by his personal staff. 

P:cesident Kennedy promised to. limit the exercise of 
11 C:<ecu·tive privilege" to a personal claim by the Presi
dent, not to be invoked without his approval. The in
vocation was to be limited to each specific request 
for information from the Congress. President Johnson 
agreed to a similar limitation on the abuse of the claim 
of "executive privilege". President Nixon agreed to 
the same limitation and he took one step further. He 
issued a memorandum to the heads of executive denart
ments a~d agencies setting up a procedure to gov~rn the 
invocation of "executive privilege" which required 
coordination through the Attorney General and the Coun
sel to the President for obtaining Presidential approval 
for each specific invocation of "executive privilege". 

Enclosed are copies of the statenents limiting the claim 
of "executive privilege" issued by Presidents Kennedy, 
Johnson a~d ~ixon, including a copy of the procedural 
memorand1L.'TI from President Nixon. Unfortunately, neither 
the statements nor the memora.,'"'ldu.rn i.vere accepted at face 
v2lue by the bureaucracy. ~ 

I am also enclosing a statement from the Congressional 
Record by Congressman Hillia...'n S. Hoorhead, chairman of 
the Foreign Operations and Government Information Sub
COIT'JP.i ttee \-lhich reports on a study prepared by the 

· Library of Congress- listing the extensive claims of 
"executive privilege" to Hithhold information from 
Congress advanced without pres±den·tial approval in spite 
of the directives against such a procedure issued by 
three Presidents. 

The study covers the period from 1962, when President 
K2::medy first limited the use of "executive privilege" 
to a personal, Presidential claim, through 1972. It 
shaHs that in spite of three Presidents ordering limits 
to exercise of the claim, in at least 20 instances Exe
CL~tive Branch officials used the -claim to refuse in:j <r"ma
tion to th~ Congress without Presidential approval. 
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I do not believe this means the policies set by your 
three immediate predecessors ~rere ineffective. If 
Presidents Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon had not limited 
the use of the claim of "executive privilege", there 
\·muld have been dozens of additional attempts by the 
bureaucracy to raise the claim as a shield against 
Congressional inquiry. 

In view of the urgent need to safeguard and maintain a 
free flmv- of information to the Congress, I hope you 
\vill reaffirm the policy that the claim of an "executive 
privilege" against the Congress can be invoked only by 
the President or with specific Presidential approval in 
each ins· .. c e. 

sin -s>~J.yj " 
ff'//t. ·~-·. h 

;'l . ~- · ~ /&fr tY~2n 
John E. Hess 
Ra.i.king Haj ori ty -·~erPber 
Subco~~ttee on Foreign Operations 

and Government Information 

JE~-1: k 

• 
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Dear :-1r. ?-:o.ss ! 

On b.Dh~li of the President. I lrlsh to tbmk you for providin.; 
hi!:• ~ tmdor date of Au?lJSt 15 ~ a dotai led repo:rt and backr.rou..""ld 
irrfon;ation of t'ha uatter of insurln~ a fr~ flow of infor~ation 
frCTU tha fixccutivc 3rnnch to tho Legislative Branch and t:o 'the 
p-..;tlic. · 

You 1:~y r?cnll tisat, as Vica President, he addressed hhiself to 
ti1is vital ~tter. It will b~ pur5ued fully by his AaPinistr~tion. 

I do want: to a.sscre you that I 1r0ill l:de certain it is received 
t by til3 Pr~ident at t~o earliest opportunity. It will also be 

shared with his advisers ~'ho havet been. developing rec~ndation5 
and propo~al5 in t.~is area CJ"I~r tba past several Eenths • . . 
tith kind:re~ares, . 

; 
I 

t 
t 
J 

Sincerely, 

. • i 
Hax L. Frieder3ciorf • 

I . 
? 

i 
1 
f . 

l'he Uonorilhle John E-. Hoss 
Ranking }~jorlty }!~er 
~ub~it~ee on Foreign Operations 

and Goye~ent Info~Ation 
Cm~ttc,!on Gove~ant Operatio~ 
l~ouse of keprescntntives 
17ashinrrt~, D.C . 20515 

Deputy Assistant 
to th~ ?resident 

I p;< w/inc9mng to Philip W. Buchen for ACTION 
b c w/incoming to letter to Bill Timnons-- FYI 

I 
rLF :VO:jk. 
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•• iO tto <,.~ 
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Discussion draft 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 

ESTABLISHING A PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING WHETHER 
EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE SHOULD BE REVOKED 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President 

of the_United States, it is hereby ordered as _follows: 

SECTION 1. Executive departments and agencies should 

recognize that Congress must be fully informed if it is 

to perform its legislative and oversight functions . These 

departments and agencies are directed to cooperate in 

providing information to the Congress. Information requested 

by the Congress may be refused only in instances where: 

(a} such disclosure is prohibited or restricted by statute; 

or (b) the President determines that the public interest 

in maintaining secrecy or confidentiality requires non-

disclosure . 

SEC . 2 . (a) When the head of an Executive department 

or agency believes that information requested by the Congress 

should be withheld .because the public interest in maintain-

ing secrecy or confidentiality requires nondisclosure, he shall 

consult the Attorney General through the Office of Legal 

Counsel of the Department of Justice. 
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(b) If the Attorney General concurs that the information 

should be withheld, he shall advise the President~ in writing, 

of the congressional request, the nature of the informa·tion 

sought, the specific reasons why the public interest militates 

against disclosure, and the estimated period of time during 

which disclosure must be withheld. 

(c) If the Attorney General does not concur, he shall 

so advise the head of the Executive department or agency 

with a memorandum setting forth his nonconcurrence. If the 

head of the Executive department or agency does not acquiesce 

in such memorandum, he may transmit to the President an 

appropriate memorandum together with the memorandum of the 

Attorney General. 

(d) If the President determines that the information 

should be withheld,. the head of the Executive department or 

agency shall notify the Congress of that determination. 

(e) If the President disapproves the withholding of 

the information, the head of the Executive department or 

agency shall provide the requested information to the 

Congress forthwith. 



SEC. 3. Pending a final determination by the President, 

the head of the Executive department or agency should request 

the Congress to hold its request for information 1n abeyance, 

stating that a determination under this Order is being sought. 

Care shall be taken to indicate that the purpose of this 

request is to protect executive privilege pending the 

determination, and that the request does not constitute 

a claim of privilege. 

SEC . 4. Reference to "Congress" in this Order includes 

Committees of the Senate and House of Representatives, Joint 

Committees, Subcommittees of all the foregoing, and the 

. Comptroller General, with respect to information requests 

connected with their authorized inquiries. 
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ROGER C. CRAMTON 
ASSISTANT ATJ:'ORNEY GENERAL 
OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

JOHN w. DEAN, III . K 
COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT ~ 

Policy Statement on Judicial 
Executive Privilege 
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As a corollary of the current effort to produce the statement on 
executive privilege promised by the President at his January 31 
press conference, I would appreciate your drafting a separate 
policy statement on the procedures for invoking executive privilege 
in judicial proceedings. This document, to be issued by the Attorney 
General, would be briefly mentioned i-n the Presidential statement, 
which would be primarily concerned with congressional demands 
for testimony and information. The general outline of the procedure 
which I would suggest follows: 

1. A committee would be established within the Department of 
Justice, chaired by the As-sistant Attorney General for the Civil 
Division. It would consist of two additional members from the Civil 
Divison, and one representative each from the Office of Legal Counsel 
and Solicitor General's Office, who would be designated by their 
respective offices. 

2. This committee would serve as the advisory body within the 
Executive Branch for all situations involving a possible claim of judicial 
executive privilege. No formal claim of privilege by the head of a 
department or agency during a judicial proceeding would be asserted 
without the prior approval of the committee. All similar problems 
which involve administrative proceedings would also be submitted to 
the committee for consultation and advice. 
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3. The Chairman of the Committee would keep the Attorney 
General advised of all significant matters before the committee. 
The Attorney General. in turn, would consult with t}:le Counsel to 
the President whenever necessary. 

4. All other available evidentiary privileges, including those 
protecting state secrets and intergovernmental advice, must be ex
hausted before any formal claim of executive privilege will be con
sidered by the committee. 

5 . In testimonial situations, if grounds exist for the formal 
invocation of executive privilege, the witness would be instructed to 
decline to testify further on the subject, pending immediate notifi
cation o£ the committee so that a formal claim may be lo~fged. The 
courts would be informed that the government attorneys in these 
instances are following the explicit orders of the Attorney General. 

6 . This policy statement would contain a reference to the 
President's directive and be circulated to the heads of the executive 
departments and agencies, the general counsels of the same, and 
to all United States Attorneys. 

Your response would be appreciated no later than c . o. b. February 6. 
lr:ms;;;; ·a • 

Thank you. 



I. 1\. Congressional demand is made for information co·nsidered 
by the President to be sensitive as involving national 
security or foreign affairs, and 

(a} The information has been classified pursuant 
to Executive Order 11652; or 

(b) The information has not been classified but 
is in the custody and control of the Executive 
branch and has not been released to the general 
public; or 

(c) The information, classified or not classified, 
is generated by an ind1vidual or group of individuals 
whose assigned function is solely to provide 
recommendations and advice to the President; or 

(d) The information, either classified or not 
classified, has been reported in the press or 
otherwise circulated in the public domain, but 
there has been no official disclosure of it; or 

(e) There has been no claim of privilege with . 
regard to other information relating to the same 
subject matter; or 

(f) During the course of litigation, the informa
tion has been provided to the judiciary in camera. 

('···~~ 
'Z_ ___ /} 



II. A Congressional demand is made for a report complied by 
an agency or bureau head concerning allegations made by 
the press or Congressional spokesmen of possible improper 
or illegal acts committed by the organization or its 
employees or agents, and 

(a) The report is made at the request of the 
President and delivered to him; or 

(b) The report is made at the request of a 
cabinet officer and delivered to him; or 

(c) Under either circumstance, the report 
contains an analysis of the possible civil 
and criminal liability of individual employees; or 

(d) Under either situation (a) or situation (b), 
the report is not classified; or 

(e) Under either situation (a) or (b), the report 
is classified pursuant to E. o. 11652. 



III. A Congressional demand is made for the identity of 
individuals who participated in an action taken or a 
policy announced by the Executive Branch, and 

(a) The action or.policy was taken or announced 
by the President; or 

(b) · The action or policy was taken or announced 
by a cabinet officer or agency head; or 

(c) Under either circumstance, the Congressional 
demand is modified to request only the recommenda
tions made without identifying the officials or 
employees making themo 



IVa Following public disclosures or allegations of improper 
conduct by public officials or employees, they resign or 
are removed from office and a congressional demand is 

made for: 

(a) All documents of the appropriate agency 
relating to the removal; or 

(b) The personnel records of such individuals; or 

(c) All reports of any investigative agency 
which has investigated the events surrounding 
such resignation or removal; or 

(d) Following such removal or resignation, an 
explanation of why criminal prosecution has not 
been undertaken; or 

(e) The testimony of such officials. 

~ ' . 
· . .,..,,', 
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v. In preparation for Congressional hearings, reports and 
.~:.-ecormnendations are made to the President's personal 
staff and a Congressional demand is made for such reports 
and recommendations which constitute: 

(a) A factual report of the activities conducted 
by Executive Branch agencies; or 

(b) An analysis of the relative sensitivity, 
from a national security viewpoint, of documents 
demanded by Congress; or 

(c) A legal analysis of the authority or lack 
of authority or agencies of the Executive Branch 
to conduct certain operations. 



Outline of considerations for exercising restraint in disclosure 

of information on governmental intelligence activities to Congressional 

investigating Committees 

I. "National security" considerations 

A. Types of cperations which require secrecy to be effective. 

1) Use of friendly national official intelligence 

2) Use of covers to disguise human assets -- other U. S. 

government agencies and private American firms or organizations. 

3) Defector efforts 

4) Persuading foreign officials to serve as secret sources of information 

5) Electronic on-site penetrations here and abroad 

6) Remote photographic and signal surveillance 

7) Expenditures to control or alter the course of events in a 

foreign country 

8) Covert propaganda for the same purpose 

9) Other activities for that purpose. 

B. Purposes for which Committees would claim information on 

such operations, all ostensibly related to the possibility of 

regulatory or prohibitory legislation. 

1) To learn by whom and on what grounds they are authorized 

and with what operational controls or limitations 

of correcting loose management practicesa 
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2) To judge their effectiveness in relation to costs, to national 

security needs, or to the diplomatic risks incurred. 

3) To judge their legality (under the act establishing the agency 

involved or where applicable under general domestic laws or 

international treaty) or their propriety (by standards of 

American moral principles or traditions). 

C. Reasons why President may want to deny or restrict Committee 

access to such information. 

1) Irrelevancy or immateriality for any of the purposes in "B". 

2) Risk of jeopardy to lives or welfare of persons, firms, or 

organizations not part of the U.S. government 

3) Risk that exposure will pre-emptively abort existing operations 

of a particular type and preclude future ones because of: 

a) Re~ponsive countermeasures by target countries, or 

b) Diplomatic repercussions, or 

c) Less of existing or potential assets or opportunities, or 

d) Public reaction before there is time or opportunity to 

provide justification 

D. Legal grounds for Presidential limitations on delivery to Committee 

of information 
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1) Objection for irrelevancy or immateriality is supportable 

under Senate Select Committee v. Nixon (CCA, D. C., 1974) 

498 F. 2d 725 at 732 and by general principles which control 

the enforcement of Subpoenas duces tecumo 

2) Implied contract or detrimental reliance theory could support 

confidentiality of third-party relationships to intelligence 

agencies, the making of, and adherence to, such contracts being 

within the Article II powers of the President. 

3) If the mere exposure of intelligence operations and covert 

activities may nullify or thwart Presidential actions under 

Article II powers, then this effect occurs prior to any legislative 

act by the Congress as a whole to curb or regulate the President's 

powers in serving national security interests, and so it conflicts 

with the Constitution. 

II. Presidential decision-making considerations. 

1) General principle from United States v. Nixon at 23rd page of 

opinion: 

"A President and those who assist him must be free to explore 
alternatives in the process of shaping policies and making decisions 
and to do so in a way many would be unwilling to express except 
privately. These are the considerations justifying a presumptive 
privilege for presidential communicationso The privilege is 
fundamental to the operation of government and inextricably rooted 
in the separation of powers under the Constitution." 
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2) Grounding principle on value of candid interchange of 

alternatives leaves open question as to whether communications 

to or from the President whey they are not "option papers" but 

factual reports to the President or directions issued to reflect his de-

cisions are presumptively privileged. 

3) Once a decision is made and it is intended to be acted upon, 

then the communication by which it is conveyed to the implementers, 

if it does not also reflect options considered arrl rejected by the 

President, probably cannot come within the principle. 

4) Any factual report intended as a basis for a Presidential 

decision may have been prepared in a way different from how it 

would have been done if the preparer had known it was to be made 

public; but the value of protecting freedom of presentation would 

seem to justify invoking executive privilege only as a means of 

avoiding a retrospective evaluation of the President's decision-

making process in particular cases where the exigencies of the 

situation may have required action on less than ful~nd objective 
( 

reports or as a means of avoiding reliance on the report for 

other than its originally intended purpose. 



... 
Outline of considerations for exercising restraint in disclosure 

of information on governmental intelligence activities to Congressional 

investigating Committees 

I. "National security" considerations 

A. Types of<perations which require secrecy to be effective. 

1) Use of friendly national official intelligence 

2) Use of covers to disguise human assets -- other U. S. 

government agencies and private American firms or organizations. 

3) Defector efforts 

4) Persuading foreign officials to serve as secret sources o£ information 

5) Electronic on-site penetrations here and abroad 

6) Remote photographic and signal surveillance 

7) Expenditures to control or alter the course o£ events in a 

foreign country 

8) Covert propaganda for the same purpose 

9) Other activities for that purpose. 

B. Purposes for which Committees would claim information on 

such operations, all ostensibly related to the possibility of 

regulatory or prohibitory legislation. 

1) To learri. by whom and on what grounds they are authorized 

and with what operational controls or limitations --for purpose 
~fit?·: 

of correcting loose management practiceso ~-·-
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2) To judge their effectiveness in relation to costs, to national 

security needs, or to the diplomatic risks incurred. 

3) To judge their legality (under the. act establishing the agency 

involved or where applicable under general domestic laws or 

international treaty) or their propriety (by standards of 

American moral principles or traditions). 

C. Reasons why President may want to deny or restrict Committee 

access to such information. 

l) Irrelevancy or irrunateriality for any of the purposes in 11B". 

2) Risk of jeopardy to lives or welfare of persons~ firms~ or 

organizations not part of the U.S. government 

3) Risk that exposure will pre-emptively abort existing operations 

of a particular type and preclude future ones because of: 

a) Re~ponsive countermeasures by target countries, or 

b) Diplomatic repercussions, or 

c) Loss of existing or potential assets or opportunities, or 
• 

d) Public reaction before there is time or opportunity to 

provide justification 

D. Legal grounds for Presidential limitations on delivery to Committee 

of information 
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1) Objection for irrelevancy or immateriality is supportable 

under Senate Select Committee v. Nixon (CCA, D. C., 1974} 

498 F. 2d 725 at 732 and by gener.al principles which control 

the enforcement of subpoenas duces tecumo 

2) Implied contract or detrimental reliance theory could support 

confidentiality of third-party relationships to intelligence 

agencies, the making of, and adherence to, such contracts being 

within the Article II powers of the President. 

3) If the mere exposure of intelligence operations and covert 

activities may nullify or thwart Presidential actions under 

Article II powers, then this effect occurs prior to any legislative 

act by the Congress as a whole to curb or regulate the President's 

powers irrserving national security interests, and so it conflicts 

with the Constitution. 

II. Presidential decision-making considerations. 

1) General principle from United States v. Nixon at 23rd page of 

opinion: 

''A President and those who assist him must be free to explore 
alternatives in the process of shaping policies and making, decisions 
and to do so in a way many would be unwilling to express except 
privately. These are the considerations justifying a presumptive 
privilege for presidential communications., The privilege is 
fundamental to the operation of government and inextricably rooted 
in the separation of powers under the Constitution." 
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2) Grounding principle on value of candid interchange of 

alternatives leaves open question as to whether communications 

to or from the President whey th~y are not 11option papers 11 but 

factual reports to the President or directions is sued to reflect his de-

cisions are presumptively privileged. 

3) Once a decision is made and it is intended to be acted upon~ 

then the communication by which it is conveyed to the implementers, 

if it does not also reflect options considered am rejected by the 

President, probably cannot come within the principle. 

4) Any factual report intended as a basis for a Presidential 

decision may have been prepared in a way different from how it 

would have been done if the preparer had known it was to be ~ade 

public; but the value of protecting freedom of presentation would 

seem to justify invoking executive privilege only as a means of 

avoiding a retrospective evaluation of the President's decision-

making process in particul~r cases where the exigencies of the 

situation may have required action bn less than ful~nd objective 
I 

reports or as a means of a voiding reliance on the report for 

other than its originally intended purpose. 
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MEMORANDUM 

Re: Executive Privilege 

I. Legal Background 

Simply stated, Executive privilege is the term applied 
to the invocation by the Executive branch of a legal right, 
derived from the constitution2.l doctrine of separation of 
powers, to withhold official information from the Legisla
tive branch or from parties in litigated proceedings. The 
privilege has a long history, having been first asserted 
by President Washington against a Congressional request 
and thereafter by almost every Administration. It aroused 
relatively little controversy in our early history, but 
since about 1950 it has become a matter of considerable 
dispute between the Executive and Legislative branches. 
Despite its long history, the doctrine until this year had 
received no authoritative judicial acknowledgment. The 
right of the Executive to withhold information from the 
courts in the process of litigation had been recognized by 
the Supreme Court, but only as a rule of evidence and not 
as a constitutional prerogative. Even in that context, 
the claim was held to be assertable only by "the head of 
the department which has control over the matter, after 
actual personal consideration by that officer." United 
St.~ v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1, 8 (1962). 

The first and only Supreme Court decision affirming 
the constitutional basis of Executive privilege t-Jas provoked 
by the controversy over the Special Prosecutor's access to 
the Nixon tapes. The Court's unanimous decision in July 
1974, United States v. ~~' U.S. , 94 Sup. Ct. 3090, 
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'held that Executive privilege could not be used to thwart 

the production of the tapes pursuant to the Watergate grand 
jury's subpoena. The opinion established, however, in 
the clearest terms, that the privilege is of constitutional 
stature: 

"In support of his claim of absolute privilege, 
the President's counsel urges two grounds one of which 
is co~mon to all governments and one of which is 
peculiar to our system of separation of powers. The 
first ground is the valid need for protection of com
munications between high government officials and those 
who advise and assist them in the performance of their 
manifold duties; the importance of this confidentiality 
is too plain to require further discussion. Human 
experience teaches that those who expect public dis
semination of their remarks may well temper candor 
with a concern for appearances and for their own in
terests to the detriment of the decisionmaking pro
cess. Whatever the nature of the privilege of con
fidentiality of presidential communications in the 
exercise of Art. II powers the privilege can be said 
to derive from the supremacy of each branch within 
its own assigned area of constitutional duties. Cer
tain powers and privileges flow from the nature of 
enumerated powers; the protection of the confidenti
ality of presidential communications has similar 
constitutional underpinnings. 

"The second ground asserted * --~ ..,~ rests on the 
doctrine of separation of powers. Here it is argued 
that the independence of the Executive Branch within 
its own sphere * * * insulates a president from a 
judicial subpoena in an ongoing criminal prosecution, 
and thereby protects confidential presidential 
co~munications. 

"However, neither the doctrine of separation 
of powers, nor the need for confidentiality of 
high level co~munications, without more, can sustain 

- 2 -
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an,absolute, unqualified presidential privilege of 
immunity from judicial process under all circumstances. 
The President's need for complete candor and objec
tivity from advisers calls for great deference from 
the courts. Ho·wever, when the privilege depends 
solely on the broad, undifferentiated claim of pub-
lic interest in the confidentiality of such conversa
tioris, a confrontation with other values arises. 
Absent a claim of need to protect military, diplo
matic or sensitive national security secrets, we find 
it difficult to accept the argument that even the 
very important interest in confidentiality of presi
dential communications is significantly diminished by 
production of such material for in camera inspection 
with all the protection that a district court will 
be obliged to provide. 

* * * * * 

"* * * The privilege is fundamental to the opera
tion of government and inextricably rooted in the 
separation of powers under the Constitution. 

"[The President] does not place his claim of 
privilege on the ground they [the communications] 
are military or diplomatic secrets. As to these 
areas of Art. II duties the courts have traditionally 
shown the utmost deference to presidential responsi
bilities .... ~ ~'( ... ~." (94 Sup. Ct. at 3106-08). 

The issue before the court in Nixon concerned the 
existence of the privilege as against the Judicial branch. 
It is conceivable that the court would hold that any request 
from the legislature is sufficient, as were the circumstances 
in Nixon, to overcome the privilege. The language of the 
opinion, however, clearly implies that, at least in some 
circumstances, the privilege may be asserted ·against the 
Congress as well as against the courts. The Executive 
branch position with respect to assertion of the privilege 

---3 -



against the Congress v1as described in 1971 by Assistant 
Attorney General William Rehnquist (thenhead of the Office 
of Legal Counsel and now a Justice of the Supreme Court) 
in testimony before the Subcommittee on Constitutional 
Rights of the Senate Judiciary Committee~ Mr. Rehnquist 
stated that the doctrine of Executive privilege was con
stitutionally based (as subsequently held by the Supreme 
Court) and that the Executive would invoke it against 
the Congress only in those rare instances in which the 
public interest required the withholding of information 
regarding foreign relations, military affairs, pending 
criminal investigations, and intragovernmental discussions. 
(United States v. Nixon, supra, expressly referred to each 
of these areas excep~tha~of criminal investigations.) 
Mr. Rehnquist concluded his general discussion with the 
following statement: 

"While reasonable men may dispute the pro
priety of particular invocations of executive 
privilege by the various Presidents during the 
nation's history, I think most would agree that 
the doctrine itself is an absolutely essential 
condition for the faithful discharge by the 
executive of his constitutional duties. * * *" 

II. The Practice Regarding Executive Privilege 
A. With Respect to Congressional Demands 

In earlier years, the Executive branch practice 
with respect to assertion of Executive privilege as against 
Congressional requests was not well defined. During the 
McCarthy investigations, President Eisenhower, by letter 
to the Secretary of Defense, in effect prohibited all 
employe~s of the Defense Departnient from testifying concerning 
conversations or communications embodying advice on official 
matters. This eventually produced such a strong Congressional 
reaction that on February 8, 1962, President Kennedy wrote to 
Congressman Moss stating that it would be the policy of his 
Acirninistration that "Executive privilege can be invoked only 
by the President and will not be used without specific 
Presidential approval." Mr. Moss sought and received a similar 
conunitment from President Johnson. (President's letter of 
April 2, 1965). .. > ''-~()~ 
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President Nixon continued the Kennedy-Johnson policy 
but formalized it procedurally by a memorandum dated March 2, 
1969 (attached as Exhibit A), addressed to all Executive branch 
officials. The memorandum begins by stating that the privilege 
will be invoked "only in the most compelling circumstances and 
after a rigorous inquiry into the actual need for its exercise." 
It specifies the following procedural steps: (1) the head of 

.. ~cthe agency involved must consult the Office of Legal Counsel; 
(2) if the Attorney General supports the agency, the matter is 
to be submitted to the President through his counsel, the latter 
to advise the agency of the President's decision; (3) if the 
Attorney General disagrees with the agency head, the latter ma.y 
submit the matter to the President; (4) pending final determination, 
the agency is to ask the Congress to hold the demand in abeyance 
until a determination can be made. 

As for the standards that have been applied in 
determining when executive privilege will be asserted: The 
following advice from Assistant Attorney General Rehnquist 
to Presidential Assistant Ehrlichman embodies the last 
Administration's practice with respect to testimony by White 
House staff and Cabinet officers: 

"To the extent that any generalizations may be 
drawn •• they are necessarily tentative and sketchy. 
I offer the following: 

"(1) The President and his immediate advisers •• 
should be deemed absolutely immune from testimonial 
compulsion by a congressional committee. They not 
only may not be examined with respect to their 
official duties, but they may not even by compelled 
to appear before a congressional committee • • • 

(2) • • • lower level White House staff members ought 
to have some form of testimonial privilege • • • But 
I think it far more in accordance with related 
doctrines in the law to say that such a privilege is 
not one which enables them to wholly disregard a 
subpoena, or to entirely refuse to appear before a 
congressional committee; instead, it is a privilege 
to refuse to testify with respect to any matter arising 
in the course of their official position of advising 
or formulating advice for the President. 

- 5 -



(3) Nith respect to Cabinet members, the role of 
the Legislative Branch is somewhat more substantial; 
all hold offices and administer departments which 
are created by 1\ct of Congress. The Justice Depart
ment for example, administers and enforces hundreds 
of statutes which are enacted by Congress. Whether 
or not the Attorney General himself may be compelled 
to appear as a witness before a congressional com
mittee to testify as to the manner in which the 
Department performs these tasks, I think there is 
no question but that the Department is obligated to 
furnish some knowledgeable witness in response to a 
congressional request for testimony on this subject. 
On the other hand, I think it equally clear that no 
Cabinet officer could be interrogated at all with 
respect to what took place at a Cabinet meeting, or 
as to any portion of conferences or meetings which 
were called for the purpose of advising or formula
ting advice for the President. 

Mr. Rehnquist's memorandum did not deal with testimony by 
lower level officials of the Executive branch, but the 
principle which has been assumed to be governing is that they 
must appear pursuant to congressional subpoena, but may 
decline to testify concerning particular matters where the 
President for "specific reason" (discussed below) so directs. 

Corresponding principles would be applicable where the 
congressional request seeks not testimony but documentary 
material. Communications between and among the President and 
his immediate advisers would be withheld, as would other 
documents which embody advice provided directly to the Presi
dent or his response. Documents relating to other delibera
tions and advice-giving would be· withheld only when there 
is "specific reason" to do so. 

It is not possible, in what is intended to be a brief 
exposition, to treat at length the "specific reasons" which 
would, under present practice, call for withholding from the 
Congress material which does not consist of communications to 
or from the President or. communications of his immediate 
advisers. As noted above, Assistant Attorney General Rehnquist's 
testimony before the Subcommittee on Separation of Powers of 
the Senate ,!udiciary Co:rruni ttee, identified four areas: 
foreign relations, military affairs, pending investigations, and 
intragovernmental discussions. The first three of these are 
self-explanatory; the last requires further specification. It 
is meant to protect the process of advice-giving, even below 
the Presidential level, from the risk of exposure that can 
ultimately destroy its frankness and hence its worth. /<:~~ 

r~ ·~ (~ 
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The decision whether to assert one of the specific 
reasons to decline the provision of information has 
depended largely upon the particular circumstances. 
Certain military information has been provided to the 
Joint Committee on ll..tomic Energy, for example, v1hich would 
not be provided to other co~mittees. of the Congress. Or 
again, the need to protect advice giving at the lower 
levels was doubtless greater during the so-called "McCarthy 
era" than it is today (so that President Eisenhower's 
direction to the Department of Defense, described above, 
may not really be drastically out of accord with present 
practice). 

One further point must be appreciated: Except perhaps 
in the case of congressional requests for testimony by 
Presidential aides 1 the principles described above have 
been used more frequently in anticipation of the assertion 
of executive privilege than in its actual exercise. That 
is to say, they have formed the basis for polite declina
tions to provide information \vhich have rarely been pursue(! 
to the point of congressional subpoena. The principles are 
none the less important for that. v1i thout some certainty 
of the location of the last line of defense, the prelirnin2r·· 
skirmishing cannot be conducted very intelligently. 

B. With respect to the Judicial Branch 

After President Kennedy announced that Executive 
privilege could be invoked only by the President, there 
was some uncertainty as to whether the policy also governe~ 
its invocation in the courts. The matter was clarified by 
a letter from the Special Counsel to the Attorney General
dated March 30, 1962. The letter stated that the President 
had authorized him 

"to advise the Attorney General that his instruc
tion that only the President could invoke Executive 
privilege was not intended to have, and does not 
have, any application to demands made in the course 
of a judicial or other adjudicatory proceeding, for 
the production of papers or other information in the 
possession of the Government." 

In June 1962 the Civil Division of the Department 
of Justice by internal directive (Directive No. 1-62, 
Supplement No. 12) established a Civil Division Privilege 
Committee to pass on the question whether an Executive 
privilege claim should be asserted in any litigated case ~· tu~) 
handled by the division. The directive pointed out that~ ~ 
the privilege was to be asserted "only after the most .~ : 

,\( ~ 
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careful consideration" because it raised serious separation 
of powers issues whose litigation should be avoided. It 
e1nphasized that in light of the Supreme Court's discussion 

-",_ in United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1, supra, the 
'..- privilege could be asserted only "by means of a formal 

claim, signed by the head of the department concerned, in 
which he states that (1) he has personally examined the 
matters ~t hand, (2) he declines to authorize disclosure 
because he has determined that disclosure would be contrary 
to the public interest, and (3) he is protecting in this 
fashion a specific public interest (e.g., protection of 
confiden.tial informants, investigative techniques, defense 

__ ~-, -~:=::information, intra..-agency advice, etc.)" 

The above practice is that followed by the Depart
ment of Justice in litigated matters, although we understand 
that the Civil Division Privilege Committee itself no longer 
functions as such. 

The above practice is that followed by the-Civil 
Division in matters which it litigates. It does not apply 
to litigation conducted by other divisions of the Department, 
(Antitrust, Criminal, Lands, Civil Rights) in which any 
claim of privilege would normally relate to Justice Department 
information, and require, under internal regulations, the 
approval of the Attorney General. Nor does the Civil Division's 
procedure apply to litigation which some agencies have the 
power to conduct on their own (SEC, ICC, FPC, FTC). 

III. Issues for Consideration. 

A. Procedure for asserting Executive privilege with 
respect to Congressional requests. 

The most immediate issue for consideration is 
whether the procedure established by President Nixon's 
memorandum to Department Heads of March 2, 1969 is to be 
reaffirmed. This was the subject of an inquiry from 
Congressman Moss to the President dated August 15, 1974, 
which as far as we know, has not been substantively a.nswered. 
(Letter and initial White House reply attached as Exhibit B.) 

As far as the Justice Department is aware, the 
present procedure has worked smoothly and efficiently, 
though we are not familiar with its operation once a 
particular matter has passed the stage of Justice Depart
ment involvement. Unless some difficulties have arisen 
in the White House stage, we would recommend continuation 
of the procedure there described. 

There is at least some question whether the 
Hemorandum from President Nixon remains effective in a 
new Administration. This doubt should be eliminated, 
either by issuing a new ~1emorandum or by ernbodying the 
provisions in a formal Executive Order. (Attached as ·,. 

l:..--~: 
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Exhibit C is a draft of such an Order.) An Executive 
Ord~r wo~ld have the advantage of clearly giving the 
pc-oyisions continuing effect, des pi t.e chanqes in 1\.dminis-

-~~r~tion. This strength is also a weakness; since no 
change could be made by future Administrations (at a time, 
perhaps, when the Congress is less sensitive to this issue) 
without affirmative action--and affirmative action of a 
highly visible nature. 

It might be considered whether, in addition to the 
Momorandum (or Executive Order) directed to the agencies, 
there should be some established White House procedure 
for processing Executive privilege requests after the 
Justice Department stage has been completed. Our impression 
is that in the past the decision at the ~hite House stage 
has been governed less by considerations of consistency than 
by whether the agency head appealing the Justice Department's 
disapproval happens to have the ear of the President or his 
closest advisors. There is perhaps no way in which this 
problem (assuming you accept the characterization)_ can be 
completely avoided; but an advisory structure for these 
matters established in advance might help. 

B. Standards for assertina Executive privilege 
with respect to Congressional rea~ests. 

The next issue presented is that of the standards 
which this Administration will apply in determining when 
to assert Executive privilege against the Congress. This 
is assuredly not a matter that can be determined with 
complete definitiveness in the abstract, but it may never
theless be desirable to-agree in advance upon some general 
guidelines. 

Here again, the general approach adopted in the past 
seems to us sound--whatever may be said of the manner in 
which it has been applied. That is to say, the following 
requests should routinely be declined--and, if pressed, be 
met with assertions of Executive privilege: 

(1) Requests for testimony by immediate Presidential 
staff concerning their official activities. 

(2) Questions asked, in the course of testimony 
by other individuals, with respect to the advice they 
furnished directly to the President or the content of 
discussions with him. 

(3) Requests for documents embodying advice given 
directly to the President or his response to such advice. 

All other requests will ordinarily be honored, except that:.· Fi.;i(;"', 
' <;\ 
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Executive privilege may be asserted when the content of 
-,--'the document. or testimony requested would, for some 

specific reason, be harmful to our national security 
or foreign relations, impair the due execution of the 
laws, or impede the sound functioning of the Executive 
branch. 

We should not delude ourselves that even these 
general principles will be uniformly applied. The 
doctrine of Executive privilege is (and probably should 
be) subject to the tugging and hauling of pov1er bet'>veen 
the branches of GovernBent. In some instances, the 
Congress may care enough about receiving particular testi
mony by a Pr~sidential aide that it may withhold action on 
other matters unless such testimony is provided. (This 
happened in the last Aoministration, when the confirmation 
of Richard Kleindienst was held up until Peter Flanigan 
agreed to testify.) Nonetheless, as general principles 
to be departed from only when necessary, the fore~oing 
seem to us desirable. 

C. Standards and procedures for asserting Executive 
privilege in JUdicial proceed1ngs. 

The following discussion of Executive privilege in 
the context of judicial proceedings is meant to apply to 
run-of-the-mine Government litigation. The bulk of this 
consists of suits under the Freedom of Information Act, 
routine criminal proceedings, and suits enforcing or seekinc 
to overturn agency action. (In most Freedom of Information 
Act cases assertion of the privilege will be unnecessary, 
since the Act's exemptions will generally cover the 
situations in which the need for the privilege arises.) 
Criminal proceedings involving alleged abuse of power by 
federal officers and civil proceedings concerning Congres
sional requests for information (if such occur) are special 
cases which can be reserved for later consideration1 they 
will be prominent enough to attract .high-level attention 
when they are commenced. 

With respect to the standards to be applied for 
asser£ion of the pri~ilege in the general run of litigation: 
A significant factor to recall is that, in a litigation 
context, the prerogative of the Executive branch to withholf 
information is not necessarily identical with the Constitu
tional doctrine of Executive privilege. As noted above, it 
has been treated as a rule of evidence rather than Consti
tutional law--similar to the doctor-patient or attorney-
client privilege. Moreover, the political pressures to 
restrict the assertion of privilege are sometimes entirely 
nonexistent in the judicial context. The courts, unlike ~u~ 
the Congress, are not seeking the information on their ()W.).Y. ·.;; {\ 

behalf and are thus not personally affronted by the ass¢,1{- ~~:; 
tion of privilege. These factors suggest that the 5 f. <) ..,. ' 
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standard~ to be applied for the assertion of privilege 
ij1 the cour-ts can be somewhat broader (in favor of the 

-~ E~ecutive) than for its as~ertion against the Congress. 
I£ the present standards w1th respect to Conqressional 
raquests are continued, we would suggest thaf with respect 
to the courts the same categorical exemptions should be ,-
applied (i.e., no appearance by Preside~tial staffi no 
testimony by any official with respect to discussions with 
the President; no provision of documents embodying advice 
to the President and his response) and that the more 
d~s<;retionary ~xemptions ("special reason" to protect 
mll1tary, fore1gn affairs, investigative or intraaovern-
mcntal material) should be interpreted somewhat more 
expansively than in the Congressional context. Basic 
Lairness should be the test. 

As for the procedure to be used with respect to 
assertion of privilege in the courts: It should be 
apparent from the description above that the present pro
cedure is highly decentralized, compared with the rigid 
~hite House control asserted in the Congressional context. 
Realistically, the Civil Division's clearance procedure is 
calculated to prevent the assertion of privilege where it 
will not succeed--not to establish a government-wide 
standard of restraint. The latter could probably only be 
achieved (as it· is achieved with respect to Congressional 
requests) by the force of Nhi te House involvement. Here
over, as noted above, even the limited Civil Division 
clearance policy does not apply to litigation conducted by 
other divisions of the Department or by ind~pennent agencies. 

On February 5, 1973 John Dean proposed to Roger 
Cramton, then head of OLC, the adoption by the Attorney 
General of a p0licy statement on use of Executive privilege 
in judicial proceedings (copy attached as Exhibit D). This 
would have established within the Department of Justice a 
committee to advise on all situations involving a claim of 
Executive privilege in the courts. Nothing came of the 
proposal. Our view is that it does not deserve resurrection 
because of the factors mentioned above: Both in its scope 
and in its political visibility the use of the privilege in 
court~ is significantly different from its use against the 
Congress. Consistency of application is much less important, 
and there is more reason to give the various agencies 
relative discretion. It seems likely that sensitive cases, 
in which assertion of the privilege would reflect upon the 
President, would come to the White House's attention early 
in their proaress and could be accorded special treatment. 
(This happened, for example, in the Networks suit filed by 
the Antitrust Division~) Finally, it may in the long run 

- 11 -
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_,-be posi ti very- unctesirable to encourage the notion that the 
Goverriment's privilege against prodtiction in the courts and 
Executive privilege are one and the same. In short, we are 
aware of no present need, either in theory or in practice, 
to establish more structured procedures with respect to the 
assertion of privilege in litigation. 
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W.LEMOR.ANDUNf FOA\. l'HS I-:S.ADS OF 
_., .· 

EXECUTIVE DEP.AR TMENTS AND AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: ESTABLISHING A PROCEDURE TO GOVER~ CO:Y:PI .TA:\C:::: 
VfiTH COXGRESSIOXAL DEW...ANDS FOR L"\?DRMATIOX . ·~ . ... 

..... 

The policy of this Administratio:1 is to comply to the fullest exte:-.t 
possible with Co:1gres si~l requests for in!ormation. Vihile 'the. 
Executive branch has the rcspons ibi!ity of .with.."lolding certain inior
mation the d~sclosure of which would be in.~ompatible with the public 
interest~ this 1\dministration will inv?ke this authority or:ly i..;. the 
most compelling circumstances anci aitcr a rigorous inquiry.into the 
actual need for its exercise. Fo::- those reasons Executive pri,rilege 
wili not b~ used without specific Presidential approval. The fqllo-...ving 
procedural steps will govern the invocation of Executive privilege: 

1.. If the head of an Executive G.epartment or agency {hereafter 
referred to as ''clepartm~nt heaa11

) belie_ves that compliance witn 
a request fo:- information f:;.·,·,rr~ a Congressio::1al agencr aC.C.r·essed 
to hi~ department or agency raises a su-bstantial question as to 
the need for· invok:ng Executive ?:rivile;;e, he should consult the 
Attorn~y Ger:eral through U1e Ofi:ice of Legco.l Counsel of tr.e 
Department of Justice . 

z. 

3. 

If the department head ;;!,nd the Attorney General agree, in accord
ance with the po·licy set forth above , that,Executive privilege shall 
not be invoked in the circ.umstar:ccs~ the information shall be re
leased to the inquiring Ccn~ressional ager.cy. 

>·!· . . 
If tr1e· cl'eMart:ne:1t head an2 the Attorrlcy General agree that the 
circumstances just:iy the bvocation of Executive p:rivil<.:ge, or 
if eithor of them believes tho.t tne issue should be submitted to 
the President. ~I-.e rr.a.tte:- .shall be t:-a.r.smitted.to t..'le Go\L'lscl 
to the Presi.de:1t, wi.w will adVise the department head ?f the 
Presici.ent' s decision. .. 
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Pending· a final determin?.tion of the matter, the department 
head should request th9 Co:~g::;:-.::ssio:;al ag·e:-Jcy to hold its 
dcn1and for the informatio~1 in abeyance until such-determin
ation can be made. Care shall be taken to indicate that the 
purpose of fnis 
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o~ privileg~ . 
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AUgust 15 , 1974 

The President 
The lvhi te House 
\'lashington , D. C. 

Dear Mr . Presid~nt : 

I NTERSTATE AND FORC:!Gtl COMM:::RCC: COMMITTZE> 
CHAIRMAN, 
CO!<.IM£RCE & FINANCE SUBCOMMIT'TEZ 

DEMOCRATIC STEERING AND ·POLICY COMMITTE 

I knm.,r that you are ar.vare of the effo rts made over the 
y e ars by the House Committee on Government Operations 
to insure a free flow of information fro8 the Executive 
Branch of the Federal Government to the Legislative 
Branch and to the public. I knm·r that during your ser
vice in Congress you supported those effOrts. I am 
confident that your support will continue as you lead 
the goverlliuent during these next few years . 

For those reasons, I want to bring to your attention 
a raost impor·tant problem in govern:rr.ent information -- a 
problem which I brought to the attention of Presidents 
Kennedy , Johnson and Nixon \\'hile I served as chairman 
o f the subcorr~ittee investigating government information 
matters . I bring it to your attention \'i'hile serving as 
ranking majority member of that sa~e subco~~ittee . 

That problem is the abuse of the claim of "executive 
privilege" by officials far dm·m the administrative 
line from the President . After World War II as the 
Executive Branch greH in size and power the claims of 
"executive privilege" gre;v in number . Unfortuna·tely 1 

t~e great , great rnaj ori ty of those c laims \•;ere advanced 
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by middle level bureaucrats and high leve1 appointees, 
not by the President nor by his pe~sonal staff. 

President Kennedy promisei to limit the exercise of 
.. executive privilege" to a personal claim by the Presi
dent, not to be invoked without his approval. The in
vocation was to be limited to each specific request 
for infornation from the Congress. President Johnson 
agreed to a similar limitation on the abuse of the clai~ 
of "executive privilege". President Nixon agreed to 
the sa~e limitation and he took one step further. He 
issued a memorandum to the heads of executive dep·art
ments and agencies setting up a procedure to govern the 
invocation of .. executive privilege" which required 
coordination through the Attorney General and the Coun
sel to the President for obtaining Presidential approval 
for each specific invocation of "executive privilege". 

Enclosed are copies of the statenents limiting the claim 
of "executive privilege" issued by Presidents Kennedy, 
Johnson a.11d ~i>:on, including a copy of the procedural 
memorand~~ froill President Nixon. Unfortlliiately, neither 
the statewents nor the memora.idt.i.rn 'tvere accepted at face 
value by the bureaucracy. • 

I am also enclosing a statement from the Congressional 
Record by Congressma."1 Hillian s. Hoorhead, ohairnan of 
the Foreign Operations and Gover~~ent Info~ation Sub
coa~ittee which reports on a study prepared by the 
Library of Congress- listing the extensive claims of 
"executive pz:-ivilege" to \·rithhold infoz:-mation from 
Congress advanced without presidential approval in spite 
of the directives against such a procedure issued by 
three fresidents. 

The study covers the period from 1962, \>Then President 
Kennedy first limited the use of "executive privilege" 
to a personal, Presidential claim, thro~gh 1972. It 
shm·TS that in spite of three Presidents ordering lir.tits 
to exercise of the claim, in at least 20 instances Exe
cutive Branch officials used the -claim to refuse infrrma
tion to th~ Congress without Presidential approval. 
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I do not believe this means the policies set by your 
t.hree 'ihlnediate predecessors "'ere ineffective. If 
I~e~idents Kenne dy, Johnson and Nixon had not limited 
t.he use of the claim of "executive privilege", there 
Hould have been dozens of additional attempts by the 

-----~ureaucrady to raise the claim as a shield against 
Congressional inquiry. 

In view of the urgent need to safeguard and maintain a 
free flo;.; of information to the Congress, I hope you 
\vill reaffirm the policy that the claim of an "execu."'t:.i::re 
privilege" against the Congress can be invoked only by 
t.1-le President or Hith specific Presidential approval in 
each ~ce. 

Sin~~!:?'./14 

~.lf/£ ·~( _lt,1'ij, /)t/:7. 
/_~}! . \ .?/:/}~ 

Jonn ,t;. Hoss / _ 
Ra..:.king Haj ori ty -03.e:nber 
Subcoa~ttee on Foreign Operations 

ar.d GoverTh~ent Information 
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Oen.r ! !r .. t:oss: 

Cn b~bali of tb:l Prcsidont, 1 1dsh to thank you for providin~ 
hi!:., undcr-.clatc o= Aur,ust 15, a dotailr.xl 1·eport and b:t~f.TOUild 

_.~fo~tivn of ~~a uat:er of insurin~ a fr~ flo~ of infor~?.tion - ... frcr:.J t,h;) Lx~c-Ut:iv~ lirnnch to tho Le-gislative Branch and to the 
p-ublic. 

You :r::ay r?cnll that, :J.S Vico P:-csidcnt, he addre3s~d hil:iself to 
this vital ~ttc~. It will b;:: pur!5'!.led fully by his Ac=-inistr.:ltion. 

I do A'ant: to o.sscre you that I !\ill rm...~e eertn.in it is received 
by tha ?r~ide:nt at t."1o ~liest opport:u;rlty, lt will n.lso be 
sh:rred ~1~'1 his advise.:-s ~'ho h~Y~ been dev~loping rec~ndations 
ilnd propof~l:s in this area ov-e:- t.~o past s~Yexal E<nnths • . . 
tiL~ kindJregards, 

Sinc~rely, 

r~a.x L. Frleder3~orf 
Deputy Assi~tant 

I 
t 

' f 
1 
! . 

'l'he J;ono~l:, Jor.n E. !·!o33 
t:'.<rn ... Ung !-~jority i!~.::ber 
!;ubco-.... ::litFe-e en Foreign Operations 

~~d Goye~ant Info~tian 
Cc~tte~~on GoYClJ~~ant Operation3 
Lcu.se of ltep:re!5cntative~ 
t:ashin£"toft, D. C. 20315 

to th~ P:ro!!ident 

, 

J 

'tl<_ l'l/inc~oing to Philip h'. Buchen for ..A..CTI0!-1 
b c v/incorring to letter to Bill Tii::nons- - FYI 
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Discussion draft 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 

ESTABLISHING A PROCEDURE FOR DETEP.tiiNING HHETHER 
EXECu~IVE PRIVILEGE SHOuLD BE REVOKED 

By virtue of the authority vestad in me as President 
~--

of the.United States, it is hereby ordered as follows: 

SECTION 1. Executive departments and agencies should 

recognize that Congresa must be fully informed if it is 

to perform its legislative and oversight functions. These 

departments and agencies are directed to cooperate in 

providing information to the Congress. Information request~d 

by the Congress may be refused only in instances where: 

(a) such disclosure is prohibited or restricted by statute; 

or (b) the President determines that the public interest 

in maintaining secrecy or confidentiality requires non-

disclosure. 

SEC. 2. (a) When the head of an Executive department 

or agency believes that information request·ed by the Cong::::-ess 

should be withheld because the public interest in maintain-

ing secrecy or confidentiality requires nondisclosure, he shall 

consult the Attorney General through the Office o£ Legal 

Counsel of the Departilient of Justice. 
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-- (b) If the Attorney General concurs that the information 
I 

should be withheld, he shall advise the President , in '-1riting, 

of the congr(~ssional request, the nature of the informa·tion 
• I 

I 

sought, the upecific reasons why the public interest milita·tes 

against disclosure, and the estimated period of time during 

which disclosure must be withheld. 

(c) If the Attorney General does not concur, he shall 

s o advise the head of the Executive department or agency 

with a memorandum setting forth his nonconcurrence . If the 

head of the Executive department or agency does not acquiesce 

in such memorandum, he ~~Y transmit to the President an 

appropriate memorandum together "t-7ith the memorandum of the 

Attorney General .. 

(d) If the President determines that the info~ation 

should be withheld,. the head of the E~tecuti".Te depart:nent or 

agency shall notify the Congress of that determination . 

(e) . I f the President disapproves the withholding of 

the information, the head of the Executive department or 
• 

agency shall provide the requested information to the 

Congress forthwith. 
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SEC. 3. Pending a final determination by the President, 

the head of the Executive departir.ent or .:tgency should request 

the C~ngress to hold its request for information in abeyance, 

statin~ that a determ~nation under this O~dar is being sought. 

are shal~ be taken to i~dicate that the purpose of. this 

request is to protect executive privilege pending the 

determination, and that the request does not constitute 

a claim of privilege. 

SEC. 4. Reference to "Congress'' in this Order includes 

Committees of the Senate and House of Representatives, Joint 

Committees, Subcommittees of all the foregoing, and the 

. Comptroller General, ~ith respect to info~tion requests 

cor~ected with their authorized inquiries. 
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ROGER C. CRAMTON 
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 
OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

JOHN W. DEAN, III . k 
COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT ~ . 

Policy Statement on Judicial 
Executive Privilege 

As a corollary of the curre.nt effort to produce the statement on 
executive privilege promised by the President at his January 31 
press conference, I would appreciate your drafting a separate 
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policy statement on the procedures for invoking executive privilege 
in judicial proceedings. This documen~ to be issued by the Attorney 
General, would be briefly n~entioned in the Presidential statementJ 
which would be primarily concerned with congressional demands 
for testimony and information. The general outline of the procedure 
which I would suggest follows: 

1. A committee would be established within the Department of 
Justice, chaired by the As.sistant Attorney General for the Civil 
Division. It would consist of two additional members from the Civil 
Divison, and one representative each from the Office of Legal Counsel 
and Solicitor General's Office, \vho would be designated by their 
2·espective offices. 

2. This committee would serve as the advisory body ~ithin the 
Executive Branch for all situations involving a possible claim of judicial 
executive privilege. No formal claim. of privilege by the head of a 
department or agency during a judicial proceeding would be asserted 
without the prior approval of the committee. All similar problems 
which involve administrative proceedings would also be submitted to 
the committee for consultation and advice. 
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3. The Chairman of the Committee would keep the Attorney 
General advised of all significant matters before the committee. 
The Attorney GeneraL in turn, would consult with the Counsel to 
the President whenever necessary. 

4 . All other available evidentiary -privileges, including those 
protecting state secrets and intergovermnental advice, must be ex
hausted before any formal claim of executive privilege will be con
sidered by the committee. 

5. In testimonial situations, if grounds exist for the formal 
invocation of executive privilege, the witness would be instructed to 
decline to testify further on the subject, pending immediate notifi
cation of the committee so that a formal claim may be lodged. The 
courts would be informed that the govermnent attorneys in these 
instances are following the explicit orders of the Attorney General. 

6. This policy statement would contain a reference to the 
President's directive and be circulated to the heads of the executive 
departments and agencies, the general counsels of the same, and 
to all United States Attorneys . 

Your· response would be appreciated no later than c. o. b. February 6. 
te:!Slt 7Ti5"'i ' •• - -· 

Thank you. 




